
Texas Notes and Changes to the UC Limit Calculation Model Template 

Notes: 

1. Texas queried the HFS HCRIS database for the worksheet S series 

for all providers with a Fiscal Year Begin date that fell within Federal 

Fiscal Year (FFY) 2019 October 1, 2018 to September 30, 2019. The 

providers in the template are Texas providers who had a value in 

Line 23, column 1 of worksheet S-10. Line 7, Line 2, and Line 15 

were then brought in based on a match to the Medicare Number 

from S-10 worksheets from the same query.  

2. Texas also included an additional cost report for Huntsville Hospital 

(Medicare Number 450347) that had a fiscal year begin date after 

the federal fiscal year, because Huntsville had a change in 

ownership in quarter 2 of FFY 2019. The queried cost report 

included 8 months of data, and the additional cost report that 

began 2/28/2020 included 4 months of data.  

3. The HCRIS query returned several duplicate providers in S-10 23.1, 

Line 7, and Line 2. HHSC deleted all duplicates with less than 12 

months of data if the other cost report had 12 months of data (or 

13 in the case of North Texas Medical Center). The two cost reports 

for Scenic Mountain were merged because the cost report months 

spanned equaled 12 months. The red lines below were removed, 



the green lines were kept, and the yellow lines were merged.

 

 

4. Two hospitals were removed from the HCRIS query because they do 

not participate in Texas Medicaid. HHSC has identified these 

hospitals on the “HCRIS Removed” tab. 

 

5. Several IMDs were identified in the S-10 23.1 HCRIS query and 

were removed from the sizing calculation per CMS direction. HHSC 

has identified these hospitals on the “HCRIS Removed” tab. If the 



IMD had no cost of charity, they were noted as no cost of charity 

rather than IMD in the Reason for removal column. These are the 

IMDs that had charity cost:  

 

 

6. Texas surveyed all hospitals that marked “yes” on S-10 Line 4 

Column 1, that Line 2 includes all DSH or supplemental payments 

from Medicaid. If the hospital marked yes, responded to the survey, 

and included DSH or UC payments in line 2, net Medicaid revenue, 

these amounts were removed from the net Medicaid revenue. Below 

are the amounts and types of adjustment to net Medicaid revenue: 

 

 

7. Texas used the Demonstration Year 10 DSH/UC applications for 

Non-S-10 hospitals and hospitals that did not have cost of charity in 

their Medicare cost report if an application was available. Here are 

the hospitals that did not have S-10 charity cost so application data 

was used instead: 



 

Then non S-10 Hospitals are below: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


